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Defini tions

Spectr oscop
y

Intera ction of radiation,
tradit ionally electr oma gnetic
radiation, with matter

Spectr ometr
y

Measur ement of the intensity of
radiation

Spectr oph ot
o metry

Quanti tative measur ement of
light absorption and
transm ission as function of the
wavelength

Absorbance Log measure of the amt of light
that is absorbed when passing
though a substance

 Beer's Law: A=logIo/It

Components of spectr oscopic instru ments

Figures of Merit

Sensit 
ivity

High, steep curve so that for every
small change in conc, there is a large
change in signal

Signal
to
noise
ratio
(S/N)

Compares level of desired signal to
level of background noise. Mean of
signal /st andard deviation of noise.
Large S/N >3 times that SD of noise

Specif 
icity

High respon siv eness to target analyte

 

Figures of Merit (cont)

Detection
limit

Lowest analyte conc. that can be
measured at a certain confidence
level. 1) Run solven t/blank multiple
times 2) Signal for LOD=mean of
blank +3SD of blank. In conc.
below detection limit, cannot
measure sample because don;t
know if signal is from analyte or
solvent

Dynamic
range

Wide, linear concen tration range
that can be determined using the
calibr ation curve ie. calibr ation
curve to be propor tional

Accuracy Closeness of a measured value to
a standard value (reference
sample)

Precision Closeness of 2 or >
measur ements to each other ..

Speed

Ease and conven ience

Skill
required
of
operator

As conc. decrease, we are limited
by prep error and intrum ental error
(signal fluctu ates) ie. % error will
increase

Cost and availa bility of equipment

Per-sample cost

Relative
standard
deviation
(RSD)
...% =
standard
deviat ion /
mean

We are reaching LOD of
instrument thus decrease in
concen tra tion, RSD increases
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